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Effect of thermal transport on spatiotemporal emergence of lamellar
branching morphology during polymer spherulitic growth

Haijun Xu, Wirunya Keawwattana, and Thein Kyua�

Department of Polymer Engineering, The University of Akron, Akron, Ohio 44325

�Received 14 June 2005; accepted 22 July 2005; published online 27 September 2005�

Spatiotemporal emergence of lamellar branching morphology of polymer spherulite has been
investigated theoretically in the framework of a phase field model by coupling a crystal
solidification potential pertaining to a nonconserved crystal order parameter with a temperature field
generated by latent heat of crystallization. A local free-energy density having an asymmetric double
well has been utilized to account for a first-order phase transition such as crystallization. To account
for the polymorphous nature of polymer crystallization, the phase field order parameter of crystal at
the solidification potential of the double-well local free-energy density is modified to be
supercooling dependent. The heat conduction equation, incorporating liberation of latent heat along
the nonuniform solid-liquid interface, has led to directional growth of various hierarchical structures
including lamella, sheaflike structure, and spherulite. Two-dimensional calculations have been
carried out based on experimentally accessible material parameters and experimental conditions for
the growth of syndiotactic polypropylene spherulite. The simulations illustrate that, under
self-generated thermal field, the initial nucleus is anisotropic having lamellar stacks that transforms
to a sheaflike structure and eventually to a lamellar branching morphology with a dual-eye-pocket
texture at the core. It appears that the released latent heat is responsible for the lamellar side
branching and splaying from the main lamellae. On the same token, the heat build-up seemingly
prevents the interface boundaries of neighboring spherulites from over running on each other during
impingement, thereby forming the grain boundary. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2036976�

INTRODUCTION

It is well documented that polymer single crystals are
generally grown from dilute solutions, whereas more com-
plicated hierarchical crystalline morphologies such as axi-
alite, hedrite, and spherulite emerge from the melt or concen-
trated solutions.1 Recently, it becomes apparent that various
single crystals can be grown from the melt. The existence of
supramolecular structures is not unique to polymers, but such
organizations have been found in a large variety of small
molecule systems such as inorganic substances, bio-
organisms, and metals.2 In general, spherulite has been char-
acterized as a rounded aggregate of radiating lamellar crys-
tals with a fibrous appearance which originates from a
nucleus such as a particle of contaminant, catalyst residue, or
fluctuation in density created by chance. These structures
often grow through stages—first, lamellar needles, then
lamellar bundles, and sheaflike lamellar aggregates, and fi-
nally the spherulites with lamellar branching which may
range in diameter from submicrons to several hundred
microns.1,3 In the case of polymers, spherulites may be con-
veniently discerned under a polarized optical microscope,
which consist of a large number of lamellae growing radially
outward from a primary nucleus at the core. Often some
lamellae may be twisted about their long axes, which result
in the concentric bands or spiral structures.4–6 The spherical

shape arises usually due to side branching and splaying of
microstructures,7,8 while such a structure in the initial to in-
termediate stages may not be spherical, but rather resembles
a sheaflike morphology.

In the polymer spherulitic growth, the melt-crystallized
lamellae often stack into bundles from a single nucleation
site and grow radially outward until they impinge on the
neighboring lamellar stacks growing from other nucleating
sites. The lamellar stacks are laterally constrained to some
extent, so that they form a ribbonlike structure. The lateral
constraint instability is perceived to develop from impurities
at the growing lamellar sides. Impurities include a number of
things such as dirt, chain segments of improper tacticity,
branched segments, end groups, and other amorphous com-
ponents that cannot crystallize at the temperature of crystal-
lization. However, some of these amorphous chains may
crystallize at a lower temperature to facilitate a secondary
crystallization occurring in the interlamellar or interspheru-
litic regions, creating branching points that allow the spheru-
lite to grow into a three-dimensional object.

Although the main lamellae grow in some preferential
crystallographic axis, e.g., b axis in polyolefin, the side
branching in a spherulite is noncrystallographic unlike the
dendrites in small molecule systems. In low-molecular
weight materials such as snowflakes or ice crystallites,
branching predominantly occurs along low index crystallo-
graphic planes. In polymeric spherulites with the lamellae
radiating from the core, the lamellar orientation is random
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globally, and thus there exists little or no relationship be-
tween the crystallographic planes and the direction of
branching. The release of latent heat gives a temperature
distribution along the crystal-melt interface, resulting in a
nonuniform boundary having density fluctuations, some of
which eventually serve as likely sites for nucleation of lamel-
lar branching.

The primary objective of the present paper is to elucidate
the lamellar branching mechanisms during the growth of
polymer spherulites experimentally as well as theoretically
based on a modified phase field model. In the phase field
model, the interface is treated to be smooth having a small
but finite thickness. A phase field order parameter �, hereaf-
ter called a crystal order parameter defined as the ratio of
folded chain length over optimum length, i.e., the linear crys-
tallinity, is introduced in order to distinguish the ordered
solid phase from the disordered liquid by locally identifying
each phase at a particular point in space and time. An advan-
tage of this approach is that there is no requirement for track-
ing the boundary of the interface, as opposed to the free
boundary problems encountered in the sharp interface
approaches.9 One of the characteristics of polymer crystals,
which distinguish themselves from other crystallizable mate-
rials, is that the polymer crystals are inherently imperfect due
to chain defects. To explain the metastable polymorphic na-
ture of the crystalline polymers, a crystal order parameter at
the solidification potential has been modified to depend on
the temperature of crystallization. In this approach, the sys-
tem is defined as a spatiotemporal field of a crystal order
parameter � that possesses a value of zero in the melt state
and a finite value in the metastable crystalline state in a man-
ner dependent on supercooling. The spatiotemporal evolution
of the simulated spherulitic texture has been compared with
the experimental observation of syndiotactic polypropylene
�sPP�.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Syndiotactic polypropylene was kindly supplied by
FINA Chemical and Oil Company. The weight average and
number average molecular weight of sPP were reported to be
174 000 and 74 700, respectively, with a polydispersity of
2.3. A solution of sPP was prepared by dissolving it in hot
xylene controlled at �100 °C and then the solution mixtures
were spread on glass slides. To ensure the complete removal
of the solvent, the glass slides were immersed in distilled
water �nonsolvent� for 1 h, and dried at ambient temperature,
and then further dried in a vacuum oven at room temperature
for additional two days. All experiments were carried out
after maintaining the samples at 160 °C for 10 min. This
procedure was done to give the same thermal history to all
samples and to further remove residual solvent if any. The
thickness of the sample films used for optical microscopy
was approximately 10 �m.

The morphology was analyzed using an optical micro-
scope �Nikon Optishot 2-POL�. The light source was a Halo-
gen bulb operated at 12 V and 100 W. The sample heating
chamber �Mettler FP82 HT� interlinked to a programmable
temperature controller �Mettler Toledo FP90 Central proces-

sor� was utilized to control the temperature. Optical micro-
graphs were obtained by using a 35-mm camera �Nikon, FX-
35DX� connected to an automatic exposure time controller
�Nikon, UFX-DX�. The film exposure time was automati-
cally controlled through the transmitted light intensity. Real
time observations of the change in morphology with tem-
perature were observed using a color digital camera �Sony,
HyperHAD�, interfaced with a personal computer. Asymme-
trix digital video acquisition software was used to analyze
the digital image.

THEORETICAL SCHEME

In the phase field modeling,10–14 the total free energy of
the nonconserved system is defined in terms of a combina-
tion of a local free-energy density and a nonlocal gradient
term, viz.,

F��� =� fcryst���d� =� �f local��� + fgrad����d� , �1�

where ��r , t� represents the crystal order parameter at time t
and position r. The temporal evolution of the crystal phase
order parameter is described in the framework of time-
dependent Ginzburg-Landau �TDGL� theory, model A
equation,12 as

���r,t�
�t

= − �
�F���
���r,t�

, �2�

where � is related to the rotational mobility which is in-
versely proportional to the viscosity or the frictional force.

As demonstrated by Chan,14 the local free energy of so-
lidification may be expressed in accordance with the Landau
expression13 in powers of the order parameter � as f local

=A�2+B�3+C�4+ . . .. In order for the Landau free energy to
be applicable to a first-order phase transition, it is necessary
for the coefficient of the third power term to be finite, i.e.,
B�0. This free energy is characterized by an asymmetric
double well that involves metastability and latent heat. How-
ever, when the coefficient of the third power term, B, is
exactly zero, such free energy, having a symmetric double
well, is applicable to a second-order phase transition or the
first-order transition only at the node.14

In polymer crystallization,15,16 the crystal melting tem-
perature obtained at a given crystallization condition is sig-
nificantly different from that of the equilibrium melting
point. It is therefore important to consider various metastable
solid states in polymer solidifications that revealed various
hierarchy morphologies such as disordered spherulites to
highly ordered single crystals. To account for the metastabil-
ity and defective polymer crystals, multiple energy minima
reflecting the chain-folding steps have been proposed in the
literature.16

In the present case, the metastability of polymer crystal-
lization may be explicable simply through an appropriate
modification of the phase field model by treating the order
parameter at the solidification potential to be crystallization/
melting temperature dependent, i.e., �0=Tm /Tm

0 . Tm
0 is the

equilibrium melting temperature, whereas Tm represents the
melting temperature that is obtained from a given crystalli-
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zation temperature T. Physically, �, which is defined as the
ratio of the folded chain length and the optimum folded
chain length, represents the linear crystallinity and thus its
value is bound between the limits of zero representing melt
and unity representing the crystal at equilibrium. In view of
the supercooling-dependent solidification potential, �0 would
be less than one which in turn implies that the polymer crys-
tals are not perfect containing sizable defects or amorphous
materials.

In the present modified phase field model, the local free-
energy density of the system is treated as a continuous func-
tion of temperature T�r , t�, having the form of an asymmetric
double well with respect to �,

f local��,T� = W�
0

�

��� − ���� − �0�d� ,

=W� ��0

2
�2 −

� + �0

3
�3 +

�4

4
� , �3�

where � is related to the supercooling �T, and W is a dimen-
sionless coefficient describing the height of the energy bar-
rier to overcome for nucleation, i.e., the penalty for nucle-
ation. As shown in Fig. 1, the stable solid can vary from
some finite values of �0 to unity at equilibrium depending on
the supercooling or the melting temperature. At Tm

0 ��=0.5�,
the free-energy density has an identical local minimum
meaning the crystal and melt can coexist. When T�Tm

0 ��
�0.5�, the free-energy density has a global minimum at �0

�1, i.e., the linear crystallinity is less than unity, which sug-
gests that the emerged crystals contain some defects or amor-
phous materials reflecting the polymorphous nature of the
polymer crystals. Nonetheless, the metastable crystal phase
is more stable than the unstable melt. Hence, the melt will
solidify by overcoming the nucleation barrier peak labeled
by � on the � axis. As the supercooling increases, �0 shifts to
a lower value less than unity, which means that the emerged
crystal is imperfect containing sizable defects. The advantage
of the present approach is that there is no need for consider-
ing the multiple metastable wells to account for the metasta-
bility potentials of polymer crystallization, a simple free-
energy double well with various �supercooling/melting
temperature dependent� �0 would serve the same purpose

without losing the physical essence of the general solidifica-
tion phenomenon.

In addition, the nonlocal free-energy density can be writ-
ten in terms of the gradient free-energy density describing
the growth process as

fgrad��� = 1
2	2 · ����2, �4�

where 	 is the interface gradient coefficient which is treated
as scalar for simplicity.

Substituting Eqs. �2�–�4� into Eq. �1� leads to

���r,t�
�t

= − �
�F���

��

= − ��W��� − ���� − �0� − 	2�2�� + 
��� . �5�

Physically, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. �5�
represents the nucleation, i.e., the surface nucleation to be
more precise, whereas the second term signifies the growth,
i.e., propagation of the crystal-melt interface. The last term
corresponds to the thermal force term of Eq. �A10�, which is
operative only at the solid-melt interface. The phase field of
crystal solidification commonly occurs in conjunction with
other fields such as self-generated temperature or mechanical
deformation fields despite the fact that crystallization is tak-
ing place under quiescent condition. In the case of binary
blends, a concentration field may be added to describe the
competition between the phase separation and crystallization
of the constituent�s�. Derived from the conservation law of
enthalpy, the heat equation, which involves the liberation of
latent heat, may be expressed as

�Cp
�T

�t
= kT�2T + ��Hu

��

�t
, �6�

where ��kg/m3� is density, Cp�kJ/kg K� heat capacity,
kT�J /m s K� thermal conductivity, and �Hu�J /kg� latent heat
of the pure substance. Let thermal diffusivity �=kT /�Cp, K
=�Hu /Cp, then the heat conduction equation for the tem-
perature evolution is simplified as follows:

FIG. 1. Variation of the local free-energy density as a
function of crystal order parameter � for various tem-
peratures showing different nucleation barrier heights
and locations, �. The crystal state �=�0 varies with the
crystallization temperature indicating the imperfection
of polymer crystals.
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�T

�t
= ��2T + K

��

�t
. �7�

In practice, when the crystallization temperature is lowered
or the supercooling is increased, the orderness of the emerg-
ing structure is far from perfection, and thus its local degree
of crystallinity would be lowered. Although �Hu of a pure
substance is constant, its value for a polymer crystal would
be strongly dependent on crystallinity, crystal morphology
and imperfection. Since these morphological parameters de-
pend on the crystallization temperature, i.e., K may be super-
cooling dependent through heat of fusion of polymer crys-
tals, i.e., K=�Hu /Cp�T. As cautioned by Kobayashi, this
K should not be regarded as the true supercooling; K value
should be estimated directly from the heat of fusion and heat
capacitance whenever possible. However, it is often the case
that these thermal quantities were not determined experimen-
tally for each crystallization temperature, and thus �T �or K�
may be taken as �Tm−Tc� for the purpose of qualitative com-
parison, where Tc is the experimental temperature of crystal-
lization. It should be emphasized that K is kept constant dur-
ing the course of isothermal crystallization at a given
supercooling.

It can be anticipated that the exothermic latent heat thus
generated during crystallization would be accumulated at the
concave curvature regions, where further growth is prohib-
ited. At the convex tips, the heat can be dissipated readily
into the undercooled melt. Such differing trends of latent
heat liberation destabilize the crystal-melt interface, thereby
rendering the complex interface morphologies.

In order to afford a better quantitative comparison be-
tween the computations and the experiments, the model pa-
rameters �, W, �, and 	 must be related to the experimentally
accessible physical/material parameters as demonstrated by
Allen and Cahn.17 These supercooling-dependent model pa-
rameters were expressed in what follows:18

�* =
Tm

0 − Tm

Tm
0 − T

, � =
4�0�* − 3�*2

6�0 − 4�* , �8�

W = 6
�Hu

nRT�0
3	Tm − T

Tm
0 
	 �0

2
− �
−1

, �9�

	 = 6
�

nRT
	 2

W

1/2

. �10�

It should be emphasized that these model parameters are su-
percooling dependent, and thus any variations in the crystal-
lization �e.g., experimental temperature of crystallization�
would effectively alter their values.

Considering one-dimensional propagation of the inter-
face with a moving frame of reference under a uniform ve-
locity of �=�� /�t at equilibrium, Eq. �5� leads to

	2d2�

dx2 +
�

�

d�

dx
−

�f

��
= 0. �11�

We seek a solution of the form �=��z�, where z=x−�t under
the boundary condition of the traveling wave as �→�0 when

x→−� and �→0 when x→ +�,19 one obtains a stationary
solution

��z� =
�0

�1 + exp	z�0� W

2	2
� , �12�

with the selected velocity

� = − �		� −
�0

2

�W . �13�

Combining Eqs. �9�, �10�, and �13� results in

� =
�2

12
�� �

nRT
	 �0

2
− �
�−1

. �14�

In order to present the governing Eqs. �5� and �7� in
dimensionless forms, the variables are rescaled with dimen-
sionless time � and dimensionless variables denoted with
tilde symbols as follows: x̃=x /d*, ỹ=y /d*, and �=Dt /d*2,
where d*=1�10−7 m is the characteristic length and D
=2.1�10−10 m2/s is the linear diffusion coefficient of sPP.20

The final governing equations are represented in dimension-
less forms by rescaling temperature as u= �T−Tc� / �Tm−Tc�,

��

��
= − �W��� − �0��� − �� − 	̄0

2�̃2�� + 
��� , �15�

�u

��
= �̃�̃2u − K̃

��

��
, �16�

where �̃= ĩ�� /�x̃�+ j̃�� /�ỹ�, 	̃0= ��	� / �Dd*�, �=D /d*2, �̃

=� /d*2�, and K̃=�Hu /CpTm. In practice, all of the above
model parameters can be accessible through experimentally
measurable quantities.

To elucidate the behavior of crystallization in binary
blends, another time-evolution equation, e.g., Cahn-Hilliard
equation21 pertaining to the blend concentration having
Flory-Huggins free energy22 has been added to couple with
the current nonconserved phase field equation. Such a model
is known as the TDGL model C. This model has been used in
simulating crystallization in metal alloys23,24 and spherulitic
growth in polymer blends.25 But for a miscible system where
the phase separation is insignificant, the equation pertaining
to concentration may be ignored.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Equations �15� and �16� have been solved numerically in
two dimensions on a square lattice using a central finite dif-
ference method for spatial discretization and an explicit for-
ward difference for time steps with a no-flux boundary con-
dition. Now the challenge is whether the modified phase field
model could capture the emergence of lamellar branching
morphology of spherulites. Various grid sizes �512�512 and
1024�1024� and temporal steps have been employed to as-
certain the stability of the simulation. In order to avoid over-
crowding of the nuclei, firstly, a single thermal perturbation
is imparted to trigger a nucleation event at the center, which
is the basis for interfacial genesis. Once an interface is
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formed, the crystal grows in a manner that is governed by the
interface diffusion in conjunction with the local chemical-
potential difference across the interface.

During the spherulite growth of polymer materials, the
crystal-melt interface having a finite thickness is rather
coarse and irregular. As demonstrated by Kobayashi,10 a
small noise term 
���=���1−�� may be imparted on the
solid-melt interface to generate the rough interface, where �
is the amplitude of the perturbation term. According to Beck-
erman et al.,26 the local free-energy density of solidification
having a similar perturbation term can be deduced from a
first principle such as the Gibbs-Thomson equation. As
shown in the Appendix, the thermal force may be modified
for polymer crystallization as 
���=����0−��, where �
= ��k /���Tm−T�. For the purpose of demonstrating the
emerged dense branching morphology �or spherulite� at a
given crystallization temperature of 100 °C, the values of the
model parameters as deduced from the materials parameters
and the experimental conditions of syndiotactic polypropyl-
ene �sPP� were listed in Table I. In literature, the value of the
rotational mobility, � varies significantly from 1011 for metal
alloys19 to 102 for a polyethylene solid crystal.27 As evi-
denced in the C13 nuclear magnetic resonance �NMR� study,
the rotational mobility � is of the order of 105 for the loose
loops at the lamellar surface of polyethylene crystals.28 At
present, the experimental value of � of sPP is not available,
but it may be estimated from the relationship �=D /d*2. Us-
ing the characteristic length d*=1�10−7 m, and the transla-
tional diffusion coefficient of sPP as D=2.1�10−10 m2/s
�Ref. 20� that gives � of 2.1�104 s. This value would be
higher at the solid-melt interface and thus it is fair to esti-
mate the order of magnitude to be somewhat comparable to
that of PE at the interface �e.g., 105�. Except for this esti-
mated rotational mobility at the solid-melt interface of sPP,
all model parameters in Table I are specific to the sPP under
consideration. Note that the values of these model param-
eters are specific to a given crystallization temperature of
100 °C, but would change with supercooling through Eqs.
�8�–�14�.

As illustrated in Fig. 2�a�, the liberated latent heat at the
convex crystalline tips diffuses away into the undercooled
melt, whereas at the concave regions, the heat is seemingly
trapped as there is virtually no thermal gradient between the

two neighboring walls for the heat to diffuse away, thereby
preventing further crystal growth. Figure 2�b� showed the
simulated results of the regular lamellar branching morphol-
ogy of sPP spherulitic growth. Usually such spherulitic
growth occurs at a deeper supercooling, whereas faceted
single crystals form predominantly at shallow supercooling.
In deep quenching, the emerged melt-crystal boundary is
rough, and even small amplitude of the irregular interface is
amplified by the latent heat liberated. By virtue of the non-
uniform thermal transport, the lamellae undergo directional
growth through extensive tip splitting and side branching
from the main lamellae, which eventually evolve into the
seaweed, alternatively known as dense branching morphol-
ogy, under such self-generated temperature field.

At a moderate supercooling, the lamellar structure devel-
oped from the onset of nucleation seemingly evolve faster
along the long lamellar axes relative to the transverse direc-
tion because of the differential growth rates corresponding to
the crystallographic axes. As can be witnessed in Fig. 3,
these individual lamellae are anisotropic and tend to stack on
each other at the nucleating stage. These lamellar stacks con-
tinue to grow predominantly along the long axes because the

TABLE I. Model parameters calculated from experimentally determined
material parameters of sPP at a given experimental temperature of 100 °C.

Material parameters Model parameters

�Hu=8.0 kJ/mola

Tm
0 =160 °Ca W=9.07

Cp=0.0265 kJ/ �mol K�a 	2=5.62�10−14 m2

kT=0.220 J / �m s K�a �=0.3
�=0.0221 J /m2a �=4.03�10−7 m2/s
�=907 kg/m3a K=302 K
�=104–105 s−1 �=105 s−1

Tm=129 °Cb

Tc=100 °C a,b

aReference 20.
bReference 33.

FIG. 2. �a� Schematic drawing of latent heat generation at the crystal-melt
interface. The arrows indicate directions of the heat flow. �b� The spatiotem-
poral growth of sPP spherulite crystallized at 100 °C in the crystal order-
parameter field showing the regular dense lamellar branching morphology.
The model parameters used were listed in Table I with the amplitude of
noise a=0.01 and the grid size of 512�512. The length scale of the frame
is 51.2 �m.
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lateral growth is hindered by the presence of the neighboring
lamellae. When these stacked lamellae reach a certain length,
the ones at the most outer sides tend to curve toward the
outer free space. With continued growth, the multilayer crys-
tals splay out progressively while additional lamellar side
branching takes place from the branches, and eventually
form the sheaflike structure. These lamellae were locally an-
isotropic; however, the overall structure becomes isotropic in
a global sense with the progression of the spherulitic growth.

Recently, Granasay et al.29 demonstrated the impurities
�heterogeneity� induced crystal solidification resulting in the
dense lamellar branching morphology or polymer spherulites
using the combination of the phase field order parameter and
the orientation order parameter. In the present case, the het-
erogeneity is triggered by the thermal fluctuation associated
with latent heat liberation at the crystal-melt interface bound-
ary. Hence the coupling with the heat conduction equation is
essential although the phase field equation �A10� for crystal
solidification was derived from the Gibbs-Thomson equa-
tion. The coupled phase field equations are certainly capable
of predicting a diverse body of morphologies, encompassing
the irregular seaweed type to the regular dendrite as well as
the faceted growth. The morphology transitions from the fac-
eted hexagonal single crystal to snow-flake structures �or
dendrites�, then to dense lamellar morphology �or seaweed�
have been found experimentally in ultrathin films of isotactic

polystyrene single crystals under various crystallization
temperatures.30 These experimental observations on the mor-
phology landscape can be explicable theoretically in the
framework of the present approach in terms of the supercool-
ing and the growth anisotropy.31 Moreover, the present phase
field approach is the first to theoretically demonstrate the
spatiotemporal emergence of the sheaflike structure with a
so-called dual-eye-pocket that has been frequently observed
in the spherulitic growth of other polymeric materials.1–4 It
should be emphasized that the lamellar branching and splay-
ing can occur from a nucleus that contains a single lamella in
forming the sheaflike texture.32 That is to say, the lamellar
stacking at the nuclei is an interesting observation, but it is
not a necessary criterion for side branching and/or splaying
in forming a sheaf.12

In practice, heterogeneous necleation occurs in polymer
crystallization. The multinucleation event was triggered in
the crystal order-parameter field based on the large density
fluctuations driven by thermal perturbation. As can be wit-
nessed in the experiment33,34 as well as in the simulation,32

some nuclei that exceeded the critical size grow while other
diminishes. In the simulation, the anisotropic lamellar
growth is maintained for some initial period, but it looses its
character with progressive growth as manifested in the time
sequence of the emerging sheaflike and regular spherulites
�Fig. 4�a��. When the neighboring spherulites impinge on
each other, the growth ceases and concurrently grain bound-
aries appear between these neighboring spherulites. The for-
mation of grain boundaries may be attributed to the latent
heat being released into the interstitial spherulitic regions
where the heat is seemingly accumulated, thereby preventing
further growth of the spherulites. Consequently, the im-
pinged spherulites transform into polyhedral in shape.

The simulated trends of spherulitic growth can be con-
firmed in the isothermal crystallization of sPP from the
melt.33 Figure 4�b� showed the time sequence of the optical
micrographs of the sPP spherulites crystallized at 100 °C,
which is strikingly similar to what we have demonstrated in
the two-dimensional �2D� simulations. The initial nuclei
grow into rectangular shape lamellae, reflecting the crystal-
lographic axes of sPP crystals. These lamellae tend to
stacked into lamellar bundles that transform to the sheaflike
structure before emerging to dense lamellar branching mor-
phology. Some spherulites show anisotropic nuclei with dual
eye-pocket appearance at the core. In the case of multiple
nucleations, the neighboring spherulites impinge and form
the interface boundary. The heat released at the peripheral of
the spherulite boundaries cannot escape since there is virtu-
ally no thermal gradient between the adjacent boundaries
which themselves are heat sources. It is reasonable to infer
that the present modified phase field model captures the se-
quential growth of the anisotropic nuclei leading to lamellar
stacks, sheaflike, then to spherulites, and impingement of
spherulites. These calculated morphological patterns are con-
sistent with the experimental findings of the isothermal crys-
tallization of sPP.

FIG. 3. Spatiotemporal growth of sPP spherulite crystallized at 100 °C in
the crystal order-parameter field, showing the sheaflike structure. The cal-
culation was undertaken using the model parameters listed in Table I with
the amplitude of noise a=0.01 and the grid size of 512�512. The length
scale of the picture frame is 51.2 �m.
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CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the present paper is the first to apply the
modified phase field model for polymer crystallization to the
elucidation of the imperfect polycrystalline nature of the
emerged crystal morphology such as the dense branching
morphology. In the 2D simulations of the spatiotemporal
growth of the crystal order parameter under the self-
generated thermal field, it is striking to discern the aniso-
tropic nucleus with the lamellar stacks at the core of the
spherulite that transform to sheaflike, and eventually to the
lamellar branching morphology with the dual-eye-pocket-
like texture. It is evident that the growth was controlled by
the flux of latent heat, especially in generating the well-
known lamellar branching morphology. In the case of multi-
nuclei, the spherulites with the anisotropic lamellar stacks
can be discerned. When impingement occurs, the grain
boundaries form between the neighboring spherulites, which
is in good accord with the experimental observations of
spherulititic growth of sPP.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF DYNAMICS OF CRYSTAL
NUCLEATION AND GROWTH

To derive the thermal influence on the interface structure
development observed in the solidification process,26 a con-
venient place to start is the Gibbs-Thomson equation. For
one-component system the Gibbs-Thomson equation may be
expressed as

�n

�k
= Tm − T − �	 , �A1�

where �k is the kinetic coefficient, � is the Gibbs-Thomson
coefficient, �n is the speed of the advancing interface which
can be related to the average unit normal vector of the propa-
gating solid-liquid interface, defined as n=−�� / ���� which
is normal to the solid-melt boundary, defined as

�n = vi · n =
�x

�t
	 ��/�x

���� 
 =
��/�t

����
. �A2�

On the other hand, the coefficient of the interface curvature
gradient 	, is given as

	 = � · n = −
1

������2� −
���� . �����

���� � . �A3�

Substituting Eqs. �A2� and �A3� into Eq. �A1�, one obtains

��

�t
= �n���� = �k���2� −

���� . �����
���� �

+ �k�Tm − T����� . �A4�

According to Beckermann et al.,26 the second term in the full
bracket on the right-hand side of Eq. �A4� can be expressed
in term of the double-well potential as

���� . �����
����

= ��� − 1��2� − 1� . �A5�

An analogous expression of Eq. �A5� may be written in the
form of Kobayashi’s double-well potential for a small mol-
ecule system10 as

���� . �����
����

= W��� − 1��� − �� , �A6�

setting W=2 and �= 1
2 at equilibrium. For polymer crystals,

the right-hand side of Eq. �A6� may be written in a more
general form as W���−�0���−��, where �0 is the limiting
crystal order parameter �i.e., the maximum linear crystallin-
ity or folded chain length� for a given supercooling during
polymer crystallization. Similarly, the last term in Eq. �A4�
can be can be interpreted as the thermal force at the interface,


 = �k�Tm − T����� . �A7�

This thermal force at the interface serves as a heat source as
well since it relates directly to the latent heat. If one utilizes
a double-well potential for the local free energy, the steady-

FIG. 4. �a� Spatiotemporal growth of multiple spherulites crystallized in the
crystal order-parameter field with the grid size of 1024�1024, exhibiting
the dense lamellar branching morphology. The length scale of the frame is
102.4 �m. �b� Time evolution of the spherulitic structure of the neat sPP at
an isothermal crystallization temperature of 100 °C.
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state solution for the phase field equation leads to10

� =
1

2
	1 − tanh

n

2�

 , �A8�

where n is the normal to interface and “� ” is a measure of
the interface thickness. Then after a few mathematical de-
ductions from Eq. �A6� one obtains

���� =
��

�n
=

��1 − ��
�

. �A9�

For polymer crystals Eq. �A9� may be written as ����
=���0−�� /�. Physically, Eqs. �A7� and �A9� imply that the
thermal force, which itself is a heat source, is operative only
at the solid-liquid interface. Substituting Eqs. �A9� and �A7�
into Eq. �A4�, one obtains

��

�t
= − �k��W��� − �0��� − �� − �2��

+ ��k/���Tm − T����0 − �� . �A10�

Thus the first term of �A10� is analogous to the time evolu-
tion equation Eq. �5� which is similar to those of Chan14

and/or Harrowell-Oxtoby.19 The second term is the thermal
force at the solid-melt interface which was introduced in an
ad hoc manner at the interface by Kobayashi,10 viz., 
���
=���1−��.
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